LUXURY ART MANNEQUINS
J. Joseph Studio

CUSTOM CREATIONS AT
THE INTERSECTION OF
MODERNITY &
TIMELESSNESS
Artist J. Joseph creates a
fantastic mixed-media
universe with a luxury finish
to produce fundamentally
unique pieces perfect for highend retail and editorial needs.

ARTIST’S STATEMENT
➤

I believe in building on the long
tradition of dialogue between fashion
and art.

➤

As a painter, my contemporary
aesthetic is driven by a combination of
styles that are both primal and
modern. Drawn from the likes of
Twombly, Richter, Still, and others.

➤

As a consultant, I strive to teach
clients the importance of narrative;
central to both brand equity and
heritage.

➤

My foray into custom luxury
mannequins is the result of deep
dialogues with both fellow artists and
luxury designers, buyers, and my fine
art collectors.

OPPORTUNITIES
➤

Luxury art-mannequins/visual
assets in quantities of 3-50*
for luxury fashion retail
merchandising.

➤

Unique capsule collections for
charitable, co-branded, or
experiential marketing
experiences and trade-shows.

➤

Fine art-editorial assets for
high fashion spreads.

➤

Curatorial needs for fashion
exhibitions.

PRICING AND LOGISTICS
➤

No Two Pieces Are Alike

➤

J. Joseph Studio Mannequin heads start at
$2,800 p.p. with a volume discount of 10%
of orders above 20 pieces.

➤

Full-Figure Mannequins start at $5,000 p.p
with a 20% volume discount above 15
pieces.

➤

Design-House collaborations, capsule
collection or promotional concepts for
brands and charitable projects entail a
consulting fee for preliminary meetings and
planning.*

➤

As a bespoke service all orders require at
LEAST 3 months lead time for production,
shipping, and when necessary, customs.

➤

Buyer assumes all shipping and handling
fees to be calculated at the time of
completion.
*Fee may be waived at J. Joseph Studio’s discretion

ABOUT J. JOSEPH STUDIO

“The Wanderer” | 2015 | On location at J. Joseph Studio | Private Collection

➤

All work produced at the studio is
influenced by my deeply held
philanthropic convictions, as a result ,
20% of the net proceeds from each piece
I sell goes to support charitable works.

➤

Generating change and awareness
through art is at the core of my creative
philosophy.

➤

My mannequin and visual
merchandising oﬀerings are unique and
creative CSR solution and springboard
for engaging charities of choice for my
buyers.

➤

These special projects allow luxury
retailers to create share-worthy content
and marketing collateral surrounding
this philanthropic element.

INQUIRIES?
CONTACT:

JJOSEPHSTUDIO@GMAIL.COM

